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Discussion: Stability of electrolevels used to monitor movements

G. Price _
Construction Monitoring Control Systems Ltd, St. Albans, UK

1 INTRODUCTION

Over the past 25 years, while at the Building Research
Establishment (BRE) and later with Construction Monitoring
Control Systems (CMCS), I have developed and us_ed field

monitoring systems. One of the most successful has been
based on electro-levels (ELS), precise tilt sensors. The systems
have been successfully used to investigate both short and long
term performance of a wide -range of civil and geotechnical
structures, ie buildings, bridges, tunnels, embankments, land
slips, diaphragm walls, retaining walls, dams, piles and marine
structures. Important aspects to consider in any field
monitoring system for the construction industry are stability,
resolution, ability to survive adverse environments (waterproof
instrtnnents) and the ease of interpretation of the data. This
brief note highlights through case histories how the i
BRE/CMCS system has fared in practice.

2 STABILITY

The Second'Sevem Crossing (opened on time (5/6/96))
deployed four electro-level monitoring systems to determine
the effect of the new construction on the 150 year old British
Rail tunnel. The systems involved about 150 electro-levels
with a combined operating life of about nine years. Two of the
systems were linked bytelemetry into the rail traffic (Line
Controller) control system. The system, under constant
scrutiny, performed very well and did not cause any delays to
the construction work. , _
Aldersgate, (diaphragm wall top down construction 30 m

into London Clay). An EL ‘fixed in place’ inclinometer
system was installed in each of the 4 sides of the diaphragm
wall. The system still operational after 8 years measures to sub
mm resolution over the total depth.

Mansion House. Foundation movements were successfully
monitored for a 3 year period during the construction of the
Docklands Light Railway under its North East corner. The
system is still operational.
During more recent tunnel projects the system has been

considered stable enough to be directly linked to alarm lights in

signal boxes. On the 104 Jubilee Main Contract where more
than 500 Els are deployed, the long term stability is also very

good, with no long term drift after 18 months.

3 RESOLUTION

The resolution of the system has been demonstrated on a

number of projects (some mentioned above), ie in the Sevem
Tunnel the system was capable of monitoring the effect of the
8 m tides on the 30 m deep tunnel. The system was initially
developed to monitor shear strains in soil masses, bending'
strains and loading profiles in piles.

4 WATER RESISTANCE

ELS must be waterproofed in order to prevent drift. During its
development the system was tested under water pressures of
100 m. Many diaphragm walls, pile tests, marine installations
and tunnel applications have meant the instruments being
completely submerged in 10s of m of water for months and in
some cases for years, Aldersgate (30 m deep diaphragm wall).
In the long term no hole in the ground could be assumed to be
free from water so that sub-surface systems must be watertight.
Under the Mansion House, the end of the hole was fitted with a

seal around the cables to prevent water draining out of water
bearing grotuid into the completed structure; the instruments
were effectively locked in under water pressure.

5 INTERPRETATION

Interpretation of EL data into deflections is usually
straightforward, ie the monitoring of a change in angle direct,
or deflection (change in angle times the distance over which
the angle applies). More sophisticated analysis techniques
have been developed using curve fittings to determine bending
moment and load reaction profiles for pile or structures under
test load. Apparent change in the output due to temperature
can be readily dealt with as will be demonstrated below.

The electro-level monitors changing angle through
changing resistance in a half bridge configuration. Specifically
it consists of a glass phial fitted with three electrodes that
protrude into the tube, which is half filled with a resistive
liquid. The resistance between the centre probe and the end
probes depends on the amount of liquid in each half of the
tube, which in ttu'n depends on the tilt ofthe tube. From a
large number of tests it was obvious that ELs were not
fundamentally affected by temperature, nor would you expect
them to be because of their half bridge construction. For any
EL that showed some response to temperature there were many

that had no response and some a reverse response, ie the output
from some ELS went positive for increasing temperature and
some went negative. ELs that showed a significant response to
changing temperature were considered to be malformed and
retumed to the manufacturer.



In practise it is the combined temperature response of the

EL/mounting/stnrcture that is important. Much of the difficulty -_ . L 15 C
in interpreting the data can be attributed to where the § " ':_"_-I I : _
instrument is deployed. Locations where temperature Y: i 1' "1 . -¢
variations are small, such as tunnels, boreholes and basements ° 19 ,,»:, 'I I '
are ideal. Locations where temperature variations are large, ie _ ' .F | la _ | - lo'outside, high up on exposed walls for example, should be |I|r | ' ' I I
avoided if possible, or it should be assumed that more data '| » :interpretation will be required. , t ' .
Figures l and 2 show data from insitu EL beam over a } i

period of time plotted as temperature versus output. Figure l I _ _ I _ _, l 5
shows typical responses of EL beam monitors in exposed 0 50 mo
locations. ELl has a positive response to increasing Am Seconds
temperature; EL2 has little response. Figure 2 shows the f
response of EL2 to both temperature (vertical plots) and real Figure 2: Temperature plus real movement response
movement translation of the plots horizontally.

Figure 3 shows very severe temperature response of a 0
damaged EL against time. From plots of temperature against 30 C
output (as Figures l and 2) the damaged EL had a correlation _ _‘___ _
factor with temperature of about 0.98. Correction factors could '.' "'.`__ _‘__ _- '-,_ _ "\_ _ f w
therefore be determined and applied to the results. Twenty EL 1, _

beam monitors, of which half were damaged, were used to In ,FT "1-' “.*|""""" ,Qmonitor the change in settlement profile of a structure. Precise °,_|»‘° °|,,..¢' " J
surveying results of the changes, together with the corrected
profiles Hom the damaged ELS are given in Figure 4. The

length of the profile is about 30m. The correlation between the
precise surveying results and the EL beam monitors from all
the tests (dozens) is given in Figure 5, line A. The linear
relationship between the two sets suggests that an improved
correction factor could have been obtained to make the fit

even better than shown in Figure 4. An improved correction
factor for all the tests could have been determined by using one
set of surveying results to obtain a better match. Line B in
Figure 5 shows the error in the simple correction approach, ie

about 10 mm in 120 mm less than 10%. The current
corrections being most accurate at about 30 mm where the
errors would be negligible. I
In common with all instrumentation systems, problems or

damage can occur. It is therefore important to always have a
second check system in place, ie precise surveying. The most
effective way is to use both systems to their best advantage, ie
the EL system to give rapid and continuous checks on
movement and the slower more labour intensive precise
levelling to periodically correct (where and when necessary)
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Figure 3: Damaged ELS temperature plus output versus
time (4 days)
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Figure 4: A single movement profile comparing precise
surveying and con‘ected EL beam results. Bthe EL system. -' _ 90 . 60 30 _O

The EL has become the centre of automatic data gathering ‘mm ‘| ' - °systems unprecedented in UK Civil Engineering. _
Unfortunately contractual matters sometimes prevent the data ' ’ 'from the system being fully and properly analysed. '_ ° - 30
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Figure 1: Typical EL beam response
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Figure 5: Correlation between survey and corrected EL beam
results from all movement tests


